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Happy Halloween!
We're back from Denver and in the throes of trying to process all the
treasures we brought home in time for our Annual Denver Trunk Sale,
October 12-15. The Denver Int'l Mineral & Fossil Show continues to
grow each year as does our inventory purchases. We were anticipating
Denver would be cooler than Austin
but there was record breaking heat
while there and, in that high
altitude, it sure felt hotter than
Austin. Later this week be sure to
watch for our email detailing all the
inventory we found and the
treasures that will be available at
our upcoming Denver Trunk Show.
October is destined to be a very
busy month for us again this year. In addition to our Trunk Show, we'll
be participating in at least three other events this month including the
Metaphysical Fair, the Austin Gem & Mineral Show in Austin, and
Fossilmania in Glen Rose, Texas. Check out the listings below for
more details and show dates. Be sure to come by our booth and say
"Hi" when attending these events.
Wishing everyone a safe and fun-filled Halloween. Come visit us in
costume and receive a special discount on your purchases. Halloween
is one of our favorite holidays at Nature's Treasures, so expect to be
entertained by our creative costumes.

LOOK FOR US
ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

What's New?
In The Store

Blessings,
Karen Richards & The Staff

Special Offers
Save The Dates!
Wooden Statues

Agate Jewelry Boxes

At The Counter

We do believe in fairies! Find our new
Faerie House hidden within Nature's
Treasures and you will be blessed with
special offers or free gifts! The fairies
move around a lot and collect all sorts of
treasures, so who knows what you will find
and where!?

Amber
Baby Teething Necklaces

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for Exclusive Flash
Sales available throughout the year!

Every Tuesday is 2 Stamp Tuesday!
Sapphires in Every
Color of the Rainbow

In Th e Depo t

Simply come in on any Tuesday and receive 2 Stamps instead of
1 for your purchase on that day.

NT Online

NEW PRODUCTS ADDED DAILY

Polychrome Jasper @ $15/lb

Crystal Gem Trees are Back! Add a touch of positive energy to any
space.

Free Standard Shipping for Orders over
$50.00

Shop Nature's Treasures Online!
Now you can log in to your account using your favorite social media
account! Link your Facebook, Twitter or Amazon account to
streamline checkout and more easily manage your account!

In the Community Events Center

Blue Mountain Jasper @ $100/lb

Shop Nature's
Treasures
ONLINE!

Guided Angel Meditation
with Leslie Werling
Friday, October 12, 7:159:30pm
NT Studio

It's never been easier to Bring Nature
Into Your Life! Now you can browse
our incredible selection of healing
crystals at Nature's Treasures from
any device, Facebook and
Instagram, and buy on the fly!
Ordering online is Easy!
Sign Into your Nature's
Treasures account from
Facebook, Google, Instagram
and more!
Free Shipping for Orders over
$50!**
In-store Pickup at the Front

Counter-Pay Online, then
grab your order at the Front
Counter!

Monthly WINNER!
$25 Gift Certificate
Winner is:
Jesse P.
Be sure to enter the drawing
next time you're in the store!

October's
Birthstone
Opal

NT Auditorium
Over 25 Vendors & Performers
visit ntrocks.com for details

Opal has the same basic
chemical components as
Quartz, which can be used to
manifest any intention. In
addition to silica and oxygen,
Opal contains molecular water,
making it a perfect stone to
manifest changes in our
emotional and intuitive bodies.

Saturday, October 20th.
NT Auditorium
$15 at the door

In the metaphysical world, Opal
is most known for its ability to
bring one's traits and
characteristics to the surface for
examination and transformation.
Just as Opal absorbs and
reflects light, it picks up thoughts
and feelings, desires and buried
emotions, amplifying them and
returning them to the source.
While magnifying one's negative
attributes may prove to be

uncomfortable, it allows for
understanding how destructive
these emotions can be and
assists the process of letting
them go. Opal also illuminates
the positive actions and
emotions of the self, enhancing
the good and true, and fostering
one's highest potential. It is a
karmic stone with a reminder
that what one sends out will
return.

Aura, Meridian & Chakra

Photos & Video
Are you planning an event for 2018?
Nature's Treasures has a 2,200 sq ft Auditorium
and 1,200 sq ft Studio Space available for your event.
Check our calendar for availability and email our Events Director at
- community@ntrocks.com.

Now Available
DAILY!!!
Walk-ins Welcome!
12:00pm-6:00pm

In the Community

With our updated Aura
Machine, you can see the
color of your aura.
Offered daily and starting at
only $25, this is a great gift to
give yourself or a loved one.

Visit us at the Metaphysical Fair on October 6-7. If you
come on Sunday be sure to sit in on the talk by our
fearless leader, Karen Richards, at 2pm

DAILY IN-STORE
PRACTITIONERS
11:00AM - 6:00PM

October
October 19-21 is the annual Gem
Capers Show hosted by the
Austin Gem & Mineral Society.
This educational event is perfect
for families. Nature's Treasures
is proud to provide many of the
large display pieces for the event,
so swing by and check them out!

Monday, October 1 Eva Lott
Metaphysical minister, reiki master,
stress management
Tuesday, October 2 Mia Michel
Intuitive, and healer, Akashic
Records Consultations, Past Lives
and Soul Readings
Wednesday, October 3 Laura Tree
Reiki Master Teacher, Crystal
Consultant, Atlantean Healing,

Diamond Violet Flame
Transmutation

Nature's Treasures will be at Fossilmania
in Glen Rose, the Dinosaur Capital of
Texas on October 26-28. Don't worry! If
you can't make it out to our booth in Glen
Rose, we will also be at Fossil Fest in
Round Rock on November 3-4.

Nature's Treasures sent our
geology specialist, Michael
Kallstrom, to Mike's Place at Meals
on Wheels to engage elderly with
Alzheimer's and dementia through
an interactive mineral and rock
presentation. In addition, with
your help, Nature's Treasures was
able to donate an Amethyst
Cathedral, Butterfly Wall Decor,
and tumbled stones for
participants as well as over $2,000
raised on September 8th & 9th.

Thursday, October 4 Elaine Ireland
Tarot reading & psychic work
Friday, October 5 Tara Ventura
Numerology/Tarot; Clairvoyant
Psychic; Intuitive Counseling;
Energy Healing
Saturday, October 6 Amber Soberon
- Reiki Master
Sunday, October 7 Robert Gerami
Reiki, Chakra balance sessions,
Etheric cord cutting sessions
Sunday, October 7 Alice Rodriguez
As a Psychic Medium Alice can
receive messages from your
deceased loved ones in spirit and
your spirit guides
Monday,October 8 Thumper
Donnelly- Medium, clairvoyant
psychic, energy healing, past lives
Tuesday, October 9 Kramer Wetzel
Astrology chart & reading, tarot,
good humor
Wednesday, October 10 Adrienne
Goff - Author, teacher, healer,
connecting you with your crystals
Thursday, October 11 Ricardo
Gonzales - Psychic
Friday, October 12 Anne Berlin
Psychic medium, psychometry,
work with archangels & Ascended
Masters
Saturday, October 13 Christine
Martensen - Crystals knowledge,
Reiki, and empathic connects to
Angels, Guides, Spirit Animals and
Ascended Masters
Sunday, October 14 Traci St. Croi
Evidential medium, psychic
Sunday, October 14 Yuci Edwards
Spiritual Counseling, Tarot Reading,
Angel Guiding, Coffee Cup Mapping,
Akashic Records

Nature's Treasures is a local, woman-owned business
that supports young women seeking a new start via Girl
Forward, a non-profit organization dedicated to helping
refugees succeed after escaping the turmoil in their own
countries. We happily donated a large quartz cluster and
rose quartz rough for positive growth and emotional and
spiritual healing to the local Girl Forward space here in
Austin, Texas.

Monday, October 15 Eva Lott
Metaphysical minister, reiki master,
stress management
Tuesday, October 16 Mia Michel
Intuitive, and healer, Akashic
Records Consultations, Past Lives
and Soul Readings
Wednesday, October 17 Laura Tree
Reiki Master Teacher, Crystal

Consultant, Atlantean Healing,
Diamond Violet Flame
Transmutation

Thank you to everyone who has reviewed us on Yelp!
We appreciate every opportunity to basque in your joy
and grow from your sorrows. Please visit HERE to leave
us a Yelp Review of your own!

Thursday, October 18 Elaine Ireland
- Tarot reading & psychic work
Friday, October 19 Tara Ventura
Numerology/Tarot; Clairvoyant
Psychic; Intuitive Counseling;
Energy Healing
Saturday, October 20 Mariloli Ruiz
Akashic Records, Reiki, Sound
Healing, Curanderismo
Saturday, October 20 Azhalea
"Sally" Ramirez - Angel Card
Reader, Clairvoyant Medium,
Energetic Healing

Looking Ahead

Sunday, October 21 Anaya Swan
Priestess, artist, musician, a Reiki
master, and a magical seamstress
and healer. Tarot readings
Sunday, October 21 Madame Zee
Tarot - Psychic Tarot Counselor,
Magickal Life Coach, and Female
Empowerment facilitator
Monday, October 22 Thumper
Donnelly - Medium, clairvoyant
psychic, energy healing, past lives
Tuesday, October 23 Kramer Wetzel
- Astrology chart & reading, tarot,
good humor
Wednesday, October 24 Sheryl
Martin - Psychic medium, dream
interpreter, reiki master, spiritual
counselor, intuitive, life coach, &
empath
Thursday, October 25 Ricardo
Gonzales - Psychic
Friday, October 26 Anne Berlin
Psychic medium, psychometry,
work with archangels & Ascended
Masters
Saturday, October 27 Rebecca
Andrews - Colorpuncture removes
blockages for a person to better
access their Soul program
Saturday, October 27 Anaya Swan
Priestess, artist, musician, a Reiki
master, and a magical seamstress
and healer. Tarot readings

Saturday, April 27th * NT Auditorium

Sunday, October 28 Leticia Ponce
Clawson - Akashic Records
Consultant, Answers to Worldly &
Spiritual Matters, Spanish also
spoken

Sunday, October 28 Stefanie Fix
Tarot card reading & dream
interpretation
Monday, October 29 JaMecha Dodd
- Empath, Energy healing, Sacral
Transformation Coaching, life
coaching
Tuesday, October 30 Christine
Martensen - Crystals knowledge,
Reiki, and empathic connects to
Angels, Guides, Spirit Animals and
Ascended Masters
Wednesday, October 31 Drifting
Jade - Medium, tarot, past live
readings, attachment examination

PERSONAL
CRYSTAL READINGS
& SHOPPING
SERVICES

What are your
crystals
telling you?

NATURE'S TREASURES PRESENTS:
AN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION OF AGATE
Hosted by Nature's Treasures at The Norris Center
Be a vendor!

Coming to Austin - Summer 2019
Check it out on Facebook!

The Treasure Tome:
A Trove of Knowledge
Negative Entropic Quartz Crystals. What are they?
Karen Richards

Dianna, Austin's Crystal Whisperer
offers her Personal Crystal Readings
to help you find, understand and
connect with the rocks, minerals and
crystals that are perfect for you!
Rates start as low as
$15.00 for 10 minutes
Sunday 7th
Sunday 21st
Friday 26th
Saturday 27th
Book in Advance at:

Click Here to View
Calendar

There's a buzz phrase in the world of
crystal healing...Negative Entropic
Quartz. There are a number of different
types of quartz crystals differentiated by
mineral content and formation such as
Generator crystals, Transmitters,
Channelers and Elestials among other
Master Crystals. Each formation
generates a different energy and
specializes in working with various
human elements. Information about this
quartz energy is being channeled and
received called Negative Entropic.
So what is Negative Entropic Quartz? The crystals can be found in a
quartz vein from Mt Ida, Arkansas all the way up to Brokenbow,
Oklahoma. Some time during their growth history they were
traumatized so severely that several fractures occurred within the
typical structure which gives them a "sparkly" appearance. Some
say they appear to be of the stars, reflecting the light of the universe.
The clusters have a "sugary" coating of smaller crystals, which
continue to generate new crystal growth. Some clusters have a
small dark nodule on the underneath side. These nodules seem to
contain "source energy" and are the crystals that tend to have most
of the "sugary" crystals attached. They don't appear to be the most
beautiful crystal formations and are more "utilitarian "in their
purpose--but power packs they are.
In addition, Negative Entropic clusters will usually have a greater
amount of re-healed crystals (due to all that trauma) plus several
double terminated crystals in the grouping. A double terminated
crystal encourages energy to flow both ways. Some clusters will
also have crystals that have a very rare and unique 2 or 3-sided Isis
formation. The Isis formation is known for producing goddess energy
and emotional healing. The special significance of the number 3
adds the elements of balance and trilogy to all that energy. Individual
crystals that have detached and separated from the clusters have
much more specific energy, but are definitely still part of the whole.
This special quartz energy is said to be capable of regeneration on
many levels thus the name Negative Entropic.
To better understand the energy of the crystals we need to get down
to the basics of the words in their name. Entropy n. A measure of the
disorder or unavailability of energy within a closed system.
Two great processes operate in all systems, be they cells, humans
or what ever: 1) entropy, in which energy is decreasing and disorder
increasing, and 2) negative entropy in which energy is increasing
and disorder decreasing. Negative entropy is thought to be the
critical choice for humanity at this time in history. This is a chosen
path of conscious evolution: do we unconsciously follow the groove
of cultural, social and religious entropy, or do we marshal the forces
of Life, the great force of neg-entropy in the universe? In order to
optimize the universal life force in our own lives, we have to become
responsible for all of our own actions including health and healing.
We have to whole-heartedly embrace a neg-entropic life.
This is the great gift of the Negative Entropic Crystals. They enable
us to reverse the forces of entropy in our own bodies and in our
lives.
To put it simply, these beautiful crystals can help you regenerate
your life and energy. Their energy regenerates itself by continuing to

Take a
Virtual Tour
Can't get into the store? Want to
take a virtual tour? Google came out
and did a VR of Nature's Treasures.
Check it out here!

Featured Affiliate

The Austin Gem & Mineral
Society has been providing
educational opportunities to kids,
adults, and enthusiasts to honor
their mantra of "Each One,
Teach One". The club strives to
instill a love and understanding
of geology and lapidary in all
ages through various activities
including classes, field trips,
monthly discussions,
workshops, and educational
outreach. Click here to learn
more about AGMS!

Our Affiliates

grow even after being removed from their natural growth
environment. They can even be programmed to heal using this
unique energy source. Start your path of regenerating goodness and
health in your life by owning your very own special Negative Entropic
Crystal.

Meet Our Staff
Tyler Brod was born in Austin. Although he
bounced around a few times, he always
found his way back home. He has loved
crystals and rock collecting since he was a
young boy, so truly appreciates working in
the Rock Depot and Rock Yard. When he
is not playing with rocks, he is rockin' out on
his guitar. His mantra is "Be nice to people
and love everyone. Namaste."

Austin Agates Exclusive
This is Los Arcoiris Agate, a variety of Laguna Agate found on Rancho
Ojo Laguna. In Spanish, 'el arco iris' means 'the rainbow,' which is a
fitting name for this multi-color, banded agate.

Notes on Agates:
Silica is the key component to agate formation since it belongs to the quartz
family made up of SiO2. Because of their beauty and durability, agates have been
used since the Neolithic as tools, jewelry, tableware and decor for thousands of
years. Although agate has been used for ages, new world agates have only been
mined recently and many varieties are mined out.

For a full class calendar, visit
www.CreativeSide.org

Contact Information
Phone: 512.472.5015
NTRocks.com
Main Store Hours
Sunday - Thursday 10:00am - 7:00pm | Friday & Saturday 10:00am - 8:00pm
Depot Store Hours
Sunday - Thursday 10:00am - 7:00pm | Friday & Saturday 10:00am - 8:00pm

